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Phone viruses
There are over 600 kinds of cell phone viruses, which can access phone books and spread 
through networks by sending themselves to other phones via bluetooth or MMS.

Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t 
matter and those who matter don’t mind.

                                                                         - Bernard M. Baruch       

“
”
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Bullet Proof
An lcelandic inventor has designed a vest pocket handkerchief that can stop a bullet. Sruli 
Recht has created a handkerchief made from kevlar, which is five times stronger than steel 
and can withstand temperatures of 750•F(400•C

We must not allow other people’s limited perceptions to define us.
- Virginia Satir
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Quick Read
It takes only 200 milliseconds to read emotion from a person's facial expression, according to 
researchers at the University of Glasgow, Scotland.

Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.
- Theodore Roosevelt
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Disappearing Diamond
Diamonds will actually burn at high enough temeperatures, but instead of leaving ash 
behind, they turn into carbon dioxide gas.

If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way
- Napoleon Hill
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Hot Metal
The metal tungsten does not melt until it reaches a temperature of 6,192•F(3,442•C) 
that's more than twice the melting point of iron.

If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door“ ”
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Wild Child
A russian girl spent the first five years of her life being brought up by cats and dogs. The girl, 
from the siberian city of Chita, adopted the behavior of the animals she lived with, even 
barking like a little dog and jumping at the door when people left the room.
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I haven’t failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.
– Thomas Edison

“ ”
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Sugar-sweetened beverages harmful 

for children, as they can contribute 

to conditions that such as adulthood, 

like type 2 diabetes, high blood 

pressure, and non-alcoholic 

fatty liver disease.

HEALTH TIPS

Low intake of nuts and seeds was 

potentially linked to an increased 

risk of death from heart disease, 

stroke, or type 2 diabetes

75

LLAMA GUARD
Two of framer Terry McCrone's llams served as the honor guard at his funeral in 
plymouthbTownship, Ohio.

74

You must be the change you wish to see in the world.
Mahatma Gandhi
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Stand up every 30 minutes while 

working

Take the help of fermented food to 

boost immunity if nothing else is 

working for you.

Regular moderate intensity exercise 

such as walking 30 minutes 

daily prevents incidence of 

respiratory infections.

Poor sleep can increase 

susceptibility to respiratory 

Infections.

Cultivate a positive mindset-“The 

only difference between a good day 

and a bad day is your attitude.”

77

Intermittent fasting or lemon juice 

fasting one day a week to reduce 

oxidative stress

No electronics 

30 minutes before bed. 

Pigeon fancier
Former U.S boxing champion Mike Tyson once booked a hotel suite in Louisville, Kentucky, for his 
eight favorite pegions.

Consuming coffee by pregnant 

woman should be limited or avoided 

because it has been linked 

to low birth weight

People who eat fish regularly have a 

lower risk for several conditions, 

including heart disease, dementia, 

and inflammatory bowel disease

Charring of meat can lead to the 

formation of harmful compounds 

that may increase your risk 

for certain cancers

Protein intake can reduce cravings 

and your desire to snack 

late at night

Natural light plays a significant role 

in regulating the body‛s circadian 

rhythm. If your bedroom doesn‛t 

have windows, use a device that 

slowly increases the amount of light 

it emits to mimic the rising sun.

People who do not get enough sleep 

tend to make food choices that are 

higher in fat, sugar, and calories, 

potentially leading to unwanted 

weight gain

76

The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra
- Jimmy Johnson

“ ”
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Prized mustache
Many police departments throughout India offer bonus and prizes for officers that grow 
mustache.
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